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Manuscript Submissions Guidelines
Thank you for expressing interest in publishing with Spinner Publications, Inc.,
an independent, nonproﬁt cultural organization whose purpose is to preserve and
promote the history and culture of southeastern New England. We do this primarily
through the publication of books. Our aim is to show how people’s lives have impacted
communities in the region, and to portray the culture as it realized by members of the
communities. We are interested in historical narratives, memoirs, photography, art,
oral history, biography, poetry, ﬁction, children’s books, cookbooks, and documents
that tell stories of the people and culture of southeastern New England. Spinner also
aims to provide area artists and historians who otherwise would not have a forum an
opportunity to publish their work.
Your work is pertinent and will be considered if: 1) the subject meets our mission
statement outlined above, or 2) you reside in the region.
Please review some of our past publications before submitting a proposal. Visit our
web site at www.spinnerpub.com.
If you feel that the subject of your work falls within our mission, please respond to
the following “Submission Guidelines for Proposed Works.” You may send your complete manuscript, but we cannot return it. If you choose to send a sample of your work,
we will notify you after reviewing your proposal if we would like to receive a complete
copy of your manuscript.
An editor will notify you via e-mail within several days of receiving your submission. Then, we ask that you be patient with the review process. Reviewing manuscripts
and preparing work for publication is a tedious and sometimes lengthy process. After
initial contact, if you haven’t heard back from us regarding the status of your manuscript within six weeks of submission, please feel free to call us at 508-994-4564. Every
eﬀort will be made to respond in an expedient manner.

Submission Guidelines for Proposed Works
• Describe or summarize your proposed book in about three paragraphs.
• Submit a Table of Contents (if applicable) with one or two lines describing each chapter.
• Attach no more than 15 pages of the manuscript.
Answer the questions in three pages or less.
• Explain why you think your book should be published. Is there a demonstrated need?
• Identify ﬁve audiences for your book. How would you promote your book to these audiences?
• In what ways can you assist with the publishing of your book? For example, will you be
willing to assist with the marketing and sales of the book? How much time could you
devote to working with our book marketing department to promote your book? What skills
or contacts do you have that may help in the marketing of your book?
• Are there competing titles and other books currently on the market on your same or a
similar topic? How and why is your book diﬀerent?
• Please tell us about your career experience and educational credentials, as well as your
experience in your subject and writing for the media—for example, media article/column
publishing, speaking and teaching experience. You may include one or two short articles.
• How does your book ﬁt our mission? How did you decide to come to Spinner Publications?

Complete Manuscript Submissions
If you wish to submit a complete manuscript, please follow these instructions. All your information is carefully guarded by the assignment editor and will be kept conﬁdential.
If you e-mail your document (preferred), send it as an attached ﬁle to your e-mail message.
The attached ﬁle (your book) should not exceed 1.5 megabytes; otherwise, break it into parts.
Submit your manuscript in Adobe pdf format (viewable in Adobe Reader), or set in Times or
Helvetica typeface and save it in a .doc (MS Word) or .rtf (rich text format) ﬁle format. Do not
compress, “stuﬀ,” or “zip” your ﬁle.
Your work is copyright protected and we will be handling your manuscript submission responsibly and with conﬁdentiality. If we do not accept your book for publishing, we will destroy
your submission from our databases and destroy the hard copy.
Although not necessary, you may place a copyright notice (© 2006, your ﬁrst and last name)
at the bottom of your last page. Should we accept your book for publishing, we will assist you in
registering and ﬁling your copyright with the Copyright Oﬃce of the Library of Congress if you
have not already done so.
Whether you send a query, proposal, excerpt, or entire manuscript, please include the following information: author’s name, book title, daytime phone, e-mail address, physical address, and
manuscript page count. Please state the categories that apply to your book. For example: Fiction,
Non-ﬁction, Memoir, Biography, Academic, Local History, Labor History, Recovery, Children’s,
Cookbook, Photography, Art, etc.

